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              Top Easy Entertaining Essentials from BestReviews.com          
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        Kitchen      
      
        
              
          Top Easy Entertaining Essentials from BestReviews.com        
          

  
        
      by
      
                  
            Kevin Luna          
              
    

      
Warmer weather, fresh fruits and veggies, beautiful flowers–there are so many reasons to celebrate. BestReviews’ Jacob Palmer joins Jessica Wills to share the top products to make your next gathering a breeze.
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          Samsung just launched its latest suite of luxury smart appliances        
          

  
        
      by
      
                  
            Brandon Carte          
              
    

      
Samsung just launched its innovative Bespoke AI appliance suite, and they're pulling out all the stops to make upgrading a no-brainer.

 Related Reviews: Best Samsung 4K TVsBest Samsung Smart TVsBest Samsung soundbar
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                $15.95              
              
                $29.95              
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              OFF
            
            at Amazon          

          
            Read review
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            Earth’s Pearl Probiotic + Prebiotic          
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            GoGoGo Vpro Laser Rangefinder          
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            at Amazon          

          
            Read review
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  Check out our reviews before you buy anything. Ever.
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What's trending now


  
  Want to stay current on what’s trending? Stay in the know with these articles.  
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          The best self-watering planters for new plant parents        
          

  
        
      by
      
                  
            Christina Marfice          
              
    

      
These planters help take the guesswork out of taking care of indoor and outdoor plants.
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          Samsung’s ‘High Resolution Week’ deals will give your workspace a glow-up        
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This sale has amazing deals on some seriously high-quality, high-resolution monitors!
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          Le Creuset’s Mother’s Day gift list is pretty perfect        
          

  
        
      by
      
                  
            Christina Marfice          
              
    

      
This Mother's Day gift list has kitchenware and décor that any mom would covet.



Celebrate springtime


  
  Springtime is a celebration of rejuvenation and renewal. From bright new décor trends to the best Mother's Day gifts to must-have spring cleaning products, browse our latest finds for everything you need to celebrate spring in style.  
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          Amazon has a ton of front porch spring decor for under $30        
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From wreaths to lanterns, welcome spring on a budget with these front porch decorations
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          65 (great) Mother’s Day gifts        
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            Gabrielle Cullen          
              
    

      
Give Mom what she deserves this Mother's Day with this list of top Mother's Day gifts.
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          11 pairs of chunky sneakers on trend for your spring wardrobe        
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Here are our favorite chunky sneakers, plus tips on styling for any occasion. Here are
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        Simplify your life with advice, tips, and exclusive freebies all delivered straight to your inbox when you sign up.
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          Echo vs. Stihl chainsaws: Which is best?        
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          Echo and Stihl are two of the most well-known chainsaw brands. In this article, we dive deep into which brand makes the best chainsaw.
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        Inflatable hot tubs are portable, easy to set up and surprisingly affordable.
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          Clinique is in again         
          

  
        
      by
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            Learn about the best Clinique beauty products that are still popular bestsellers after decades. The long-standing brand offers a vast array of products in both the skin care and makeup categories.
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          Wedge pillows for sleep issues        
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            A good wedge pillow can work wonders in providing you with quality sleep.
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          10 budget smart TVs that cost less than $500        
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          TV technology has improved to the point where most of the best features are no longer gated behind exorbitant prices. We rounded up the best budget smart TV options from the top brands, all with solid features for the price.
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        We tested and researched dozens of products for beginners on YouTube.
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          Stanley cup toppers are in and available on Amazon        
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            A straw cover helps prevent your Stanley tumbler from spilling and also prevents things such as dust and insects from touching your straw or getting inside.
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            These essentials are perfect for a fancy lunch or a casual spring cookout.
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            The Home Edit has all the cleaning and organizational tools you need. Some of its best pieces are now available at Walmart.
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            Here's what you need to transform your small outdoor area into a relaxing space.
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    Who is BestReviews


    
      Our team of experts and testers review and recommend the best products so you can easily find the right ones for your needs and budget.
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          At BestReviews we do our own testing. Each product that comes through our
          Testing Lab receives a hands-on evaluation by one of our skilled testers. We test products
          in real-world environments, including our own kitchens, backyards and home offices.
        

      

    

    
      Read More
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        Who we are
      

      
        We are the ultimate product review site with over 40,000 reviews across 27 categories and 435 subcategories,
        ranging from electronics to home to lawn & garden to camping & outdoors and everything in between.
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        What we do
      

      
        We empower consumers to choose products with confidence by providing answers to all of the most
        important questions before they make their purchasing decisions.
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        How we do it
      

      
        We employ a legion of experienced testers, experts, writers and editors to research,
        test and scrutinize thousands of products so we can narrow it down to the top choices we think
        are worthy of your consideration.
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      Reviewed by real people
    

  

  
    To make sure we are always testing and reviewing the best products available,
    we consult our team of experts to recommend high-performing products and
    provide valuable context about each product category they review. Our experts include PhDs,
    professional bakers and other subject-matter specialists with years of hands-on experience.
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